
 

   
   

         
        
   
       

  

   

 
  

 

  

Description:  WATER BASED PRODUCTS FOR CLEANING AND     

MAINTENANCE OF QUARTZ ENGINEERED SURFACES. 
  

  

Recommended Use:    

 
  Kitchen tops 

  

 
  Bathroom tops 

  

 
  Worktops 

  

 
  Fireplaces 

  

Contains:   
  

 
  200 ml  -   STONE CLEAN  ANTIBACTERIAL pH NEUTRAL  : 

BIODEGRADABLE CLEANING DETERGENT   

Ready to use product. Spray the detergent onto the surface and clean  
using one of the white cloths provided. Once the surface is clean, it is most  
important to rinse any excess residue left with clean water.   

  

 
  g  200 -   NANO CREAM CLEANER   : ABRASIVE PASTE CREAM  FOR  

DAILY OR WEEKLY  CLEANING.   

Specially developed paste using tiny particles that penetrate into the small  
superficial pores where normal detergents cannot reach. Will remove all  
types of stubborn surface organic lime scale and permanent marker pen  
marks. Used regularly will help prevent lime scale and general soiling build  
up on your work top. Use a damp cloth to remove any excess surface dirt  
and grime. Pre wet surface with water to create a slight damp effect not  
soaking wet. Apply Nano Cream paste to surface and proceed to agitate  
using white scouring pad in circular movements until clean. Where surfaces  
have not been cleaned for some time or proving more difficult to clean we  
recommend repeating same cleaning procedure or using Nano Cream pure  
without adding any water. After every clean rinse thoroughly with clean  
warm water using cloth provided to remove all excess dirt and paste  
residues. If necessary as in the case of marker pen residues you can apply  
Nano Cream neat on the surface mark and leave for approximately 2/4  
hours and then as before rinse thoroughly with clean warm water.   

  

 
  ml  200 -   WIPE & GLOSS :   CLEANS AND REVIVES S HINE ON POLISHED  

SURFACES.   

Shake bottle well before use.    

Spray Wipe & Gloss onto work surface and in circular movements using  
white cloth provided buff and wipe off. If required use rubber gloves  
provided to avoid any possible skin irritations.   

( ) Not suitable for honed / matt surface finishes or floor areas   

Accessories:   
  

 
  n.1 Pair Rubber Gloves   

 
  n.2 Re - usable White Cloths   

 
  n.1 White Scouring Pad   


